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1 lntroduction 
Consider a diagram: 
(~,O) '---+ (X,O) 
of germs of analytic spaces, with E '---+ Sing(X). Such a diagram we call 
admissible. In [2] the functor of admissible deformations Def('f X) is in-
troduced. The values on a space (S,O) consists of isomorphism classes of 
diagra.ms: 
Es.o 
f lat 1 
(S, 0) 
'---+ Xs ,o 
1 f lat 
(S, 0) 
such that Es,o '---+ Xs,o is a.gain admissible, and with the obvious specializa-
tion property. In case of a germ of a holomorphic function: 
(J, 0) : (Cn, 0) ---+ (C, 0) 
with (E, 0) C (Sing(!) , 0) one similarly has a deformation functor Def('f.,, f) 
and a smooth forgetful morphism : 
Def(E , J)---+ Def(E , X) 
where X is defined by J = 0. For details we refer to [2]. 
In this article we prove a globalization property of admissible deforma-
tions in case ('f.,,O) is a reduced curve singularity and (f,O) (or (X,O)) has 
generically A00 singularities along ('f.,, 0). By using the main result of [3] 
we deduce a globalization property of deformations of normal surface singu-
larities as weil. In case of a smoothing of a normal surface singularity the 
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existence of a globalization has been proved by Looijenga [4]. The motiva-
tion for proving such a globalization result comes from the fact that one can 
prove theorems abou t deformations of singularities using global methods. For 
example, in a forthcoming paper of Steenbrink [8] the globalization is used 
to prove a semicontinuity property of the spectrum for germs of holomor-
phic functions with a one dimensional singular locus E and generically A00 
singularities along E . 
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2 Compactification 
The important result we need is the following Theorem of Pellikaan: 
Theorem 1 ([6], 5.2, 7.1, 7.4) Suppose (f, O) :·(cn,o) ~ (c,O) has a one 
dimensional singular locus (E,O) and generically A 00 along (E,0). Let I be 
the defining ideal of(E,O) in (c,O). Then f isfinitely 1-detennined, i.e. for 
any holomorphic Junction g with f - g E mk n J I for k » 0 we have that g 
is right equivalent to f. Moreover f is right equivalent to a polynomial. 
Theorem 2 Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, there exists an 
FE H0 (Pn, 0(/)) for l » 0 
such that: 
1. (F, 0) ,....., (!, 0) (right equivalent) 
2. The reduced singular lo<.:us E of F is a completion of (E, 0) 
3. F has only smooth points, A 00 or D 00 singularities off 0. 
proof As reduced one dimensional singularity, (E, 0) is algebraic . Hence we 
can complete (E, 0) _to a curve E, smooth off 0. Let 1 be the homogeneous 
ideal of E. So I is the stalk at 0 of 1. We have that f E J I ( = /(2 ) ). Pick 
a k » 0 such that f is k-determined with respect to !. This is possible 
after Theorem 1. Consider the sheaf .:T := m/J n T2 ) on pn. (here mo is the 
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maximal ideal of the point 0.) Choose l » 0 such that .J( l) is genera.ted by 
global sections. Again by Theorem 1, we may assume that f is a polynomial 
of degree l 2: k. Consider the homogenization f of fand the linear system: 
By choosing l to be a multiple of the degrees of generators of 7 we see that 
the base locus of the linear system V is E. Hence by the Theorem of Bertini 
a generic element of V is smooth outside E. To prove that a generic element 
of V only has AX> or D 00 singularities off 0, we cover pn - {O} by open affines: 
Because E is smooth off zero we may assume that locally (i.e. m each 
U;) there exist coordinates x 1 , ... , Xn such that E is given by the ideal 
(x 2 , .•. , xn)· Hence for every FE V we can write (locally) : 
n 
F = L h;1(x1, ... , Xn)X;Xj 
i,j=2 
Because .J(l) is genera.ted by global sections, we ca.n conclude that for generic 
F E V deth;j(x 1 , 0, ... , 0) has only zeroes of multiplicity one. This means 
exactly that F has only A00 or D 00 singularities off 0, see [7]. D 
Corollary 1 Let (X,O) C (cn,O) be a hypersurface singularity with reduced 
one dimensional singular locus ( E, 0) and generically A= along (E, 0). Then 
there exists a hypersurface Y C pn such that 
1. (Y,O) ~ (X,O) 
2. Sing(Y)red is a completion of (E, 0) 
3. Y has only smooth points , A00 or D00 singularities off 0. 
The proof is immediate from Theorem 2. 
Remark: In general one has to allow D 00 singularities in the compactifi-
cation. This happens already for the D 00 singularity itself. A formula for the 
total "virtual number of D 00 points" on a compactification is given in [1]. 
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3 G lo balization of deformations 
We consider a function (f, 0) : (cn) --+ (C, 0) with reduced one dimensional 
singular locus (E, 0) and generically A00 singularities along (E, 0). Let (5, 0) 
be a germ of a smooth one dimensional space and consider a deformation of 
(E, 0): 
(Es,o) --+ (5, 0) *) 
Let 15 be the defining ideal of (E,O) in (cn,O) x (5,0). Lets be a parameter 
for (S,O) and define C to be the cokernel of the injective map: 
·s : j l s --+ j ls 
where J ls is the relative primitive ideal of ls. Suppose f E C and take a lift 
fs E J ls. By [6], i.l J I / J J n J(f) is finite dimensional. (Here J(f' is the 
Jacobi ideal). Because C c J I, also C/C n J(f) is finite dimensional. We 
choose functions f 1 , . . . , fp E C projecting onto a basis of this spacc. Choose 
moreover lifts f1s, ... , fps E f ls of f1, ... , fp· 
Proposition 1 Conside1· the (p + 1 )-parameter admissible deformation: 
(Fs , 0) := Us + L s;f;s, 0) 
of f. Let (f + sg, 0) be a one parameter admissible deformation of f. Then 
there exists · a map: 
h: (C, 0) --+ (CP+ 1 , 0) 
with h*(Fs , 0) ~ (f + sg, 0). 
proof: We can write (f + sg,O) = Us + sg,O) and we look at the (p + 2)-
parameter admissible deformation: 
(9,0) = Us + 2: s;f;s,O) 
Because 89/8tJt=O E C, and 8(}/8s;Js,=O generate C/C n J(f) we deduce 
that there are ~i and T/i such that: 
89/8t = L~;(s ,s;,t,x)8(}/8x; + LT/i(s, s;,t)89/ßs; 
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We interprete this as having a vectorfield = with -:=.g 
argument, see e.g [5] p42 we get a map: 
0. By the usual 
satisfying h*(.Fs, 0) '.:::::'. 9. Restricting h to t = s and si = 0 we get a map 
h: (c,O)--+ (cP+ 1 ,0) satisfying h*(.Fs,O) '.:::::'. (f + sg,0). D 
Theorem 3 Let (f, 0) : ( cn, 0) --+ ( C, 0) as in Theorem 1. Consider a one 
parameter admissible defonnation fs of f. Then fs can be globalized, i.e. 
there exist Fs homog eneous with (fs, 0) ,....., (Fs, 0) as admissible deformations, 
such that Fs is trivial off 0. 
proof: By Theorem 2 we can globalize f to F such that F has only A= or D= 
singularities off 0. We have an induced deformation (I:s,o) --+ ( S, 0) which can 
be globalized ([9], 4.3). Hence we have the ideal sheaf ls of I:s C P x 5. By 
Prop1._,s ition 1 we only have to show that we can lift f and f; to polynomials 
J s and f;s. We define C by the exact sequence of sheaves: 
Because H 1 (f 7 5 ( l)) = 0 for l » 0 the existence of those lifts follows, if 
one takes fand/; tobe polynomials of sufficiently high degree. The triviality 
off 0 follows from the fact that the A:.o or D= singularities are rigid for the 
admissible deformation theory. D 
Corollary 2 For a germ of a hypersurface singularity (X, 0) with one di-
mensional reduced singular locus (E, 0) and generically A 00 singularities along 
(I:, 0) we have a globalization property, i.e. for any one parameter arlmissible 
deformation Xs.o --+ (S, O) there exist Ys C pn x S such that Ys .o '.:::::'. Xs,o as 
admissible deformation and Ys --+ S trivial off 0. 
The proof is immediate from Theorem 3. 
Corollary 3 Let (Z, 0) be a normal surface singularity, Zs,o --+ (5, 0) be a 
one parameter deformation. Then there exist a compactification Z s --+ S 
with Z s,o '.:::::'. Z s,o as deformations of (Z, 0). Moreover the only singular point 
of the Z 0 (the fibre over 0 E S) is 0. 
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proof: Consider a generic projection (Z, 0) - (X, 0) c ( c3 , 0). Then (X,O) 
satisfies the conditions of Corollary 2. By [3] 1.3 and 1.4 Def(Z - X) is 
naturally equivalent to Def(L., X), and Def(Z - X) - Def(X) is smooth. 
Hence we can take Z s - S to be the normalization of Ys - S of Corrolary 
2. The fact that Z0 is smooth off 0 follows because A00 and D00 have smooth 
normalization. D 
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